Artist: Auguste Rodin
Title: The Thinker
Date: 1904
Location: Paris

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=night+at+the+museum+im+thinking+im+thinking&&view=detail&mid=409C7F938744E224E1C8409C7F938744E224E1C8&rvsmid=409C7F938744E224E1C8409C7F938744E224E1C8&fsscr=0&FORM=VDMCNL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2V1S_dt-1s

The thinker is an iron cast sculpture. There are many that exist due to its popularity that the artist Rodin made copies. This is one of the first sculptures to be “mass” produced. He originally was made to guard the gates of hell in Rodin’s version of Dante’s inferno and he was one of many sculptures to create the whole piece. But he soon became the favorite part that Rodin made him as a standalone piece.